Please consider submitting your academic papers or extra-curricular written works (poetry, short stories, etc...) to:

The Louis Kampf
Writing Prize in Women’s and Gender Studies

Rules for Entry
All entries must be submitted in person or electronically to 14E-316 by 5:00 PM on Friday, April 14th, 2017.

ELIGIBILITY
- Submissions should provide thoughtful reflection using gender as a category of analysis. Works should also have a high-quality argument or discernable artistic merit.
- This Prize is open only to MIT undergraduates. Students who graduate at the end of the Fall Semester are eligible.
- Participants may submit multiple entries.
- Works can be fiction or non-fiction and may be of any length.
- Works originally written for classes are eligible, as are self-contained extracts from undergraduate theses. However, works that have been previously published or have been accepted for publication are not eligible.
- Co-authored entries are acceptable, if all authors are MIT undergraduates at the time of submission.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMENTS
- Prize recipients receive a monetary prize as well as a luncheon with Prof. Louis Kampf, members of the Women’s Studies Faculty, and the Writing Prize Judges.
- Copyright remains with the author at all times.
- The program reserves the right not to award the prize when the submissions do not adequately fulfill the criteria.
- The prize recipient will be announced in late April w/ Prize Luncheon organized for early May.

FORMAT
- Entries must be submitted in duplicate with two identical cover sheets. (The cover sheet is available at the web site above.) If submitted electronically, the coversheet should be attached as a separate document, not merged with your pdf or word doc.
- All submissions must be typed with 10 to 12 pitch font and 1 inch margins. All prose entries must be double-spaced. Poems may be single- or double-spaced.
- A running header or footer stating the title of the work and the page number is required. In the case of a poetry submission, the collection as a whole should have a title as part of the header or footer.
- Entries should be paper clipped on the upper left corner with the cover sheet as the first page if submitted in person.
- The student's name must NOT appear on any page other than the cover page.
• No member of the faculty can be thanked or named except as a citation in the work.
  Questions concerning the requirements for entries should be directed to Emily Neill (3-2642, erneill@mit.edu).